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(I) Going Down The Wrong Path

As a student in the trading world, there is a correct path to follow.

Yet sadly it’s one that most people never find. The commonplace journey for the average
trader is to set off with plenty of food & good intentions, only to find themselves two years
into the adventure, completely lost in the bushes.

This is because the places they go to for education are just as confusing as the forest
overgrowth. It makes them feel as if progress is being made yet they can walk for days only
to end up in exactly the same spot.

I am referring to the trading world as a forest as a perfect analogy because:

- You never know what a forest looks like from the outside
- Getting lost is extremely easy, because trading is a complex world
- And presenting the forest as a theme park makes the best sale for educators

Before you set off on the path, you need to know this one truth. Most trading education isn’t
designed to reveal the inherent truth behind the markets, it’s designed to hide it. The
difficulty of it, the fact that Sandip from a poor village in India is not compatible for the path
(no matter how many telegram groups he joins) or that most educators have been lied to and
are unknowingly passing on their educational trauma. This reality doesn’t sell well. It also
doesn’t generate the ‘dumb’ liquidity exchanges need to keep the machine running. Dumb
liquidity here means the 90% of traders that statistically lose their money to the 10%.

The trading world in this sense is very similar to real life, the money of the low IQ always
finds its way to the top. The normies spend their last paycheck on a new apple phone & the
normies of the trading world spend their dreams on getting rekt.

Before you begin the path (and this applies if you are already on it too) you need to realise
the financial spiderweb by inherent design (which implies this is not a conscious evil system)
only manifests to serve the enlightened few. You can call it a more extreme version of a
hustle I used to undertake when I was 14 years old at school - selling sweets to rich
adrenalized teenagers for ridiculous markups. I was the pimp, they were simply the
creatures.

This brings me to an important point. People rarely come to trading or investing with their
best hats on, myself included, because they are lured into it by shining ads that make it
seem like something it’s not.

As the matador knows, the best way lure a bull is to wave a red flag at a bull until he is
so angrily disorientated, charges

In a similar fashion, a beginner is easily taunted by this game in his quest to be great. The
truth is often infront of you, but the sheer amount of flag waving, smoke and mirrors simply
leaves most opening up their phones and charging toward the gold.



In order to sell education and in order for exchanges to get liquidity, most service leaders are
required to present trading through the angle of the ‘dream’ archetype - the possibility that it
is you that will be the master market exploiter. Able to withdraw money from the market at a
whim, through a secret unknown technique, or at short intervals on lower time frames & to
hide the truth about the capital acquisition.

The truth is that capital acquisition takes time & work. Both to make it, re-employ it and to
keep it.

In the beginning, this game is damn hard because there are so many potholes you can fall
into. Now add to that, that no matter what you may believe, 80-90% of traders are
statistically unprofitable (which all had an equally high conviction of making it) Then multiply
that with the fact the only news you ever see is from those that win & you have the formula
for entanglement.

Meaning that what you see has the ability to tangle your wisdom. Over and over again.

Like an eerie metaphor for the life we all live, in the trading world graveyards in this game go
uncelebrated, but it is the dominating truth. It seems like markets are fractal not only inwardly
bound but outwardly so too.

So that is the problem & a warning from me right there.

A lot of your problems can be solved by simply aligning yourself with the truth - and that is
that this game is not easy. As a result you need to work so much harder, be so much more
anal, put in so much more time & be far more professional than you have been told in order
to be profitable.

Trading from an outside perspective seems infinitely more simple than it actually is.

The hopeful smile a twenty-year-old man will give to his parents once he has told them he
has started ‘forex’ trading is so far away from what you actually need to be that under a
microscope it would look atomic.

The painful processes of analysis, execution, risk management & mastery of the self can
easily be reified into a wonderful Christmas promotion, but results cannot.



(III) The Evolutionary Hoodwink

As you walk the tightrope between foresight and understanding, please be aware that there
is no six-minute six-pack ab. And there is no one-month portfolio.

Crony educators showing you leveraged profit and loss screenshots, % images, or quick
adrenalized trading as evidence of what you will become, besides them being easily faked,
prove absolutely nothing.

Short-term money is not wealth. Wealth is what you keep and retain.

If you are someone that lives in Crypto and especially on our social wavest then this idea is
an idea that will be assaulted more times than you are likely happy to admit. Whilst our
educators and people will follow in this industry have been very skillful in telling us that  ‘it’s
not a get rich quick path!’ or ‘manage your risk!’ a closer look at the promotional material



they all share and you will see that you are bombarded with testimonials or images that
suggest the complete opposite.

This paradox is how you are owned and led astray.

Part of human ingenuity is the fact that we are lazy. Our brains will always find a way for the
‘dream’ or ‘easy option’ to be correct and thus rationalize the difficult approach last.

Which is the exact reason why the failure rate is not only extremely high, but the first place
new traders often find themselves is smack bang on the leverage button. The need to be
efficient starts to overtake reality. Irresistibly pulled towards those that represent the craft as
‘up only’ but hide the downside. The evolutionary trait of efficiency going OTT and biting
them in the ass.

My warning here then isn’t to tell you that profitability is not possible, or efficiency isn’t key in
all areas of life, or that you can’t go through explosive periods of extremely quick profit, or
that you cant earn a lot of money if you do the process properly…because you need some
level of excitement for a journey.

My warning is to tell you that it requires more than you’ve been led to believe. Within this
truth, if you want to do it full-time, you will be competing with prop traders. So if that’s the
case, please study how hard prop traders work and then assess if it’s for you. Alternatively, if
you want to do it part-time and swing or invest - also study your competition and then assess
is this is for you or not.

You also need to be well capitalized, well prepared & deeply astute in order to turn this either
into a very profitable side hustle or a full-time career.

Most people simply fail tot accept this and realize this.

Had they auditioned to be a doctor The issue is, trading is not a balloon that you grab like an
anime school girl and float into the clouds with. It’s a ladder you have to climb.

(VII) A Seven Step Process As The Remedy

Tier 7 network and course is one that was made to help remedy this entanglement and help
you climb the ladder by giving you tools to strengthen yourself. And if you are new, to put
you onto the correct path from the jump.

It is designed primarily for those that want to master the art of trading in a part-time fashion,
yet as mentioned in the welcome section, it is applicable to everyone.

With that said, our platform is just a tool.

When reading or studying the content involved, please align yourself with the principle that
results can only come from your own creative thought process.



Use it as a guide but never as a crutch.

In the next document our seven step process is revealed.

Which is a document that breaks down the path of trading from theory right through to
practical expression, using seven ascending parts. All highly detailed & with enough real
examples, practical metaphors & digestible writing intended to inspire epiphanies.

If the previous section describes you at all, then what you have been doing is insufficient.
The good news is, once you study the entire Tier 7 process not only are many of your
illusions likely to disappear, but it should imbue you with a sense of direction.

I didn’t make 2000 market reviews, spend 15K + hours, coach 200+ students, manage
5000+ trades under the eyes of 100’s of people and write the equivalent of five masters
thesis for nothing.

If you are new, good. I’ve hammered you with enough metaphor artillery to stain your brain.
And if you know all this already, good. I have re-stimulated your brain and reminded you of
this all.

So hop on board & let’s eat!


